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Relative dispersion of clustered drifters in a 1 
small micro-tidal estuary 2 
Abstract  3 
Small tide-dominated estuaries are affected by large scale flow structures which 4 
combine with the underlying bed generated smaller scale turbulence to significantly increase 5 
the magnitude of horizontal diffusivity. Field estimates of horizontal diffusivity and its 6 
associated scales are however rare due to limitations in instrumentation. Data from multiple 7 
deployments of low and high resolution clusters of GPS-drifters are used to examine the 8 
dynamics of a surface flow in a small micro-tidal estuary through relative dispersion 9 
analyses. During the field study, cluster diffusivity, which combines both large- and small-10 
scale processes ranged between, 0.01 and 3.01 m2/s for spreading clusters and, -0.06 and -4.2 11 
m2/s for contracting clusters. Pair-particle dispersion, Dp2, was scale dependent and grew as 12 
Dp2 ~ t1.83 in streamwise and Dp2 ~ t0.8 in cross-stream directions. At small separation scale, 13 
pair-particle (d < 0.5 m) relative diffusivity followed the Richardson’s 4/3 power law and 14 
became weaker as separation scale increases. Pair-particle diffusivity was described as Kp ~ 15 
d1.01 and Kp ~ d0.85 in the streamwise and cross-stream directions, respectively for separation 16 
scales ranging from 0.1 – 10 m. Two methods were used to identify the mechanism 17 
responsible for dispersion within the channel. The results clearly revealed the importance of 18 
strain fields (stretching and shearing) in the spreading of particles within a small micro-tidal 19 
channel. The work provided input for modelling dispersion of passive particle in shallow 20 
micro-tidal estuaries where these were not previously experimentally studied. 21 
 22 
 23 
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1. INTRODUCTION 24 
In estuaries and natural water channels, the estimation of diffusivity is important for the 25 
modelling of scalar transport and mixing. It allows modeller to effectively predict the 26 
transport of scalars for water quality monitoring (e.g. salinity distribution and chlorophyll 27 
level), pollution run-off tracking (e.g. waste water and accidental spillage) and ecosystem 28 
monitoring (e.g. larvae and algae transport). Many applications can be formulated in a 29 
Lagrangian framework (Haza et al., 2008). The dispersion effect of an Eulerian velocity field 30 
on particle-laden turbulent flow can be parameterised by ‘eddy’ absolute and relative 31 
diffusivities (Taylor, 1921; Richardson, 1926; LaCasce & Bower, 2000). Absolute dispersion 32 
(and associated diffusivity) is equivalent to variance of the ensemble average of distances 33 
covered by large numbers of particles released from a common starting point. Relative 34 
dispersion (and associated diffusivity) characterises the distortion of clusters of particles, 35 
relative to a reference frame, fixed to the centre of mass of the cluster. Relative dispersion is 36 
more closely related to mixing of scalars and forms the focus of the present study (Sawford, 37 
2001; Haza et al., 2008). 38 
Relative dispersion in a fluid is a fundamental property, study of which that dates back 39 
to Richardson (1926). An extensive review of the analytical and statistical frameworks is well 40 
compiled in the literature (Sawford, 2001; LaCasce, 2008; Salazar & Collins, 2008). 41 
Richardson’s power law relationship for relative dispersion, D, to elapsed time, t, Dp2 ~ εtα 42 
with α = 3 and relative diffusivity, K, Kp ~ dγ  with γ = 4/3 are found to be related to the 43 
Kolmogorov’s energy cascade law 3/53/2~)( −kkE ε , where ε is the turbulence kinetic energy 44 
(TKE) dissipation rate, d is the length scale and k is the wave number, in 3D homogeneous 45 
flow in isotropic turbulence within the inertial range (Kolmogorov, 1941; Batchelor, 1952). 46 
Many environmental flows are quasi two dimensional, dominated by inhomogeneity and 47 
anisotropy, which raise the question of the applicability of such relationships. Richardson-48 
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like relationships have been observed in the subsurface flow in the Gulf of Mexico, with a 49 
power γ = 2.2 at time, t > 10 days and length scale, l > 50 km (LaCasce & Ohlmann, 2003). 50 
Brown et al. (2009) observed a power law relationship with γ = 4/3 and α = 1/5 with time, t ≤ 51 
100 s and length scale range of 1 – 10 m in a rip channel with the dispersion dominated by 52 
horizontal shear. In addition, different spatial scales may have radically different laws for 53 
relative dispersion as demonstrated by observations in a large estuary (Soomere et al., 2011). 54 
The range of these observations indicates a deviation from existing theory due to the 55 
combination of underlying physical processes and experimental constraints. Quantifying and 56 
understanding the behaviour of clustered particles provide guidance for modelling dispersion 57 
of instantaneous release of material (e.g. pollutants and waste discharges) and concentration 58 
fluctuation in dispersive plume in such system. Interestingly, no other literature to date has 59 
experimentally examined relative dispersion of passive particles in shallow micro-tidal 60 
estuaries.  61 
Until recently, turbulent mixing in tidal-dominated shallow estuaries has been studied 62 
using Eulerian acoustic devices and dye-tracer experiments (Kawanisi, 2004; Situ & Brown, 63 
2013). Limitations in position accuracy, cost and size have restricted the use of GPS-tracked 64 
drifters to large water bodies. Drifters have been used to study the underlying fluid dynamics 65 
and scalar particle dispersion at various scales in oceans (Poje et al., 2014), seas (Schroeder et 66 
al., 2012), lakes (Stocker & Imberger, 2003),  large estuaries (Tseng, 2002), nearshore 67 
(Brown et al., 2009) and recently tidal inlets (Whilden et al., 2014; Spydell et al., 2015). 68 
While these previous studies focussed on the relatively large-scale processes defined by the 69 
domain size and spatio-temporal resolution of available instruments, small-scale processes (O 70 
(100 seconds) and O (few metres)) have rarely been studied. Recent improvements in GPS 71 
technology have paved the way for the development of high resolution (HR) Lagrangian 72 
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drifters to study dispersion in shallow waters (with depth ~ O (few metres)), where processes 73 
of interest occur in small scales (O (100 seconds) and O (few metres) (Suara et al., 2015b).  74 
This research studies the spatio-temporal variation of velocity and dispersion in typical 75 
shallow water estuaries to underpin the current modelling efforts in shallow waters. This 76 
paper presents a new datasets and analysis of clustered HR and low resolution (LR) drifters, 77 
deployed repeatedly within a section of a micro-tidal estuary at different tidal phases. The 78 
present effort: (i) examines the turbulence characteristics of the surface flow, (ii) seeks 79 
Richardson-like power relationships for the pair-particle separation against time and the 80 
diffusivity against length scale of separation, and (iii) identifies the dominant mechanisms 81 
responsible for dispersion using cluster analysis.  82 
2. MATERIALS AND METHOD 83 
2.1 Field observations 84 
Drifter deployments were performed in three separate experiments, alongside fixed 85 
instruments, during a 48-hour field study at Eprapah Creek.  Eprapah Creek is a shallow tidal 86 
estuary, which discharges into Moreton Bay, Eastern Australia. This field site serves as 87 
nature’s laboratory due to its small size and low level of recreational activities that could 88 
interfere with experiments. The field has been extensively used to study the turbulence 89 
characteristics of small tidal estuaries (Trevethan & Chanson, 2009; Chanson et al., 2012). 90 
The estuarine zone extends to 3.8 km inland and is well sheltered from wind by mangroves. 91 
The channel exhibits irregular boundaries, which may cause a high degree of variability in 92 
the cross-stream flow at different cross sections (Figure 1). Figure 1 shows the line map of 93 
the field and the cross sections close to the experimental test section. The channel widens at 94 
the channel mouth. The maximum depth along the test section was about 2.5 m below Mean 95 
Sea level (MSL). The channel width was limited to about 60 m at high tide and 25 m at low 96 
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tide. Drifter deployments were made at flood and slack tides within the straight test section 97 
between adopted middle thread distance (AMTD) 1.60 and 2.05 km measured from the 98 
mouth, i.e. between cross section B and D (Figure 1). 99 
The HR drifters, equipped with differential RTK-GPS integrated receiver and sampled 100 
at 10 Hz with position accuracy ~2 cm, were designed and constructed by the Queensland 101 
University of Technology and are described in Suara et al. (2015c). The LR drifters contained 102 
off-the-shelf Holux GPS data loggers with absolute position accuracy, between 2 – 3 m, and 103 
were sampled at 1 Hz. The HR drifters were 19 cm in diameter and 26 cm in length while the 104 
LR drifters were 4 cm in diameter, 50 cm and 25 cm in length for the long and short 105 
versions1, respectively. The drifters were positively buoyant for continuous satellite position 106 
fixation with unsubmerged height < 3 cm in order to limit the direct wind effect. The 107 
resulting direct wind slip, estimated as less than 1% of the ambient wind, is not accounted for 108 
in the analysis. The set of drifters, used in this study, had velocities that compare well with 109 
Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) surface horizontal velocity measurements 110 
(squared-correlation coefficient R2 > 0.9).  Drifters were released in clusters of four to five 111 
near the centre of the channel. Five clusters of drifter with cluster IDs1 HR, LRC1, LRC2, 112 
LRC3 and LRC4 were used. Note that the drifter deployments are identified by experiment, 113 
deployment, and cluster ID. For example E1 is experiment 1, D1 is deployment 1 and HR is 114 
high resolution. For each deployment, clusters were formed in quadri/pentagonal pattern 115 
spaced ~ 1 m between drifters, while a time window of ~3 minutes was maintained between 116 
cluster deployments. The flood deployments were made at AMTD 1.6 km and allowed to 117 
drift until they reached the end of the test section at AMTD 2.05 km before collection for re-118 
deployment. The slack water deployments were made within 100 m of the ADV deployed in 119 
cross section C (Figure 1).  120 
                                                          
1
 HR = 4 HR drifters; LRC1  =  5 LR drifters (long version); LRC2 = 4 LR drifters (long version); LRC3 = 5 LR 
drifters (short version); LRC4  = 4 LR drifters (short version) 
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 121 
           122 
 123 
Figure 1 (a) Eprapah Creek estuarine zone, including surveyed cross sections (X – Z) on 30 124 
July, 2015; ADVs, ADCP and a Sonic anemometer (ANE) were deployed downstream cross 125 
section Z as arranged in U; (b) Aerial view of Eprapah Creek showing the experimental test 126 
section in red rectangle (Nearmap, 2015); (c) Photograph of high and low resolution drifters;  (d) 127 
Photograph of clusters of HR and LR drifters (black ellipse) about 2 minutes after 128 
deployment; upstream of cross section Y 129 
 130 
(a) 
(b
) 
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2.2 Environmental conditions and drifter deployments 131 
Table 1 below summarises the environmental conditions during individual drifter 132 
experiments. A range of tide, wind and flow conditions were encountered during the 48-hour 133 
field study and they are presented in supplementary Figure S1. The average tidal range was 134 
2.03 m. Eprapah Creek is characterised by a diurnal wind pattern. Because the channel was 135 
reasonably sheltered by mangroves, the average day wind speed between 0 – 4 m/s were 136 
mostly aligned with the streamwise direction while the night wind speed varied between 0 – 1 137 
m/s without a directional preference. 138 
 139 
Table 1 Overview of the environmental conditions of the field and durations of each 140 
experiment; Wind data collected from a two dimensional sonic anemometer deployed about 141 
1 m from the water surface. Wind direction measured clockwise from positive streamwise 142 
direction, downstream; Water surface horizontal velocity magnitude, VH measured from the 143 
ADCP as average of the valid upper 0.2 m after quality control 144 
Exper
iment Tidal 
type 
Tidal 
range  
(m) 
Wind 
speed 
range(m/s) 
Average 
wind 
speed 
(m/s) 
Average 
wind 
dir. 
(deg.) 
Average 
water 
surface 
VH (m/s) 
Deployment 
number 
Average 
duration  (s) 
E1 Flood 1.75 0 – 1.76 0.31 137 0.48 
D1 1,589 
D2 1,777 
D3 2,509 
E2 Flood 2.25 0 – 4.43 0.65 10 0.57 
D1 693 
D2 1,977 
D3 2,560 
E3 Slack 1.70 0 – 3.05 0.59 70 0.19 D1 2,030 D2 2,020 
 145 
2.3 Data quality control 146 
The drifter datasets were quality controlled by removal of spurious data points and 147 
sections of the tracks where they were evidently trapped in the banks, obstructed or 148 
interrupted based on the experimental event log. Spurious position data were identified as 149 
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those with velocity and acceleration greater than some specified thresholds. The choice of the 150 
threshold was subject to the nature of the flow. The maximum tidal flow velocity in Eprapah 151 
Creek was about 0.3 m/s, thus a threshold was defined as twice this velocity and an 152 
acceleration threshold of 1.5 m/s2 was also defined, in accordance with previous experimental 153 
studies (Trevethan et al., 2008; Suara et al., 2015a).  Flagged data were then replaced with 154 
linearly interpolated points using data at two valid end points where the gap was less than 20 155 
s. Gaps greater than 20 s were considered omitted and were not replaced. The drifter data 156 
were transformed to channel-based streamwise (s), cross stream (n), up (u) coordinate system 157 
based coordinate following (Legleiter & Kyriakidis, 2006; Suara et al., 2015b). Streamwise 158 
locations s, are AMTD of the channel centreline measured upstream from the channel mouth 159 
while cross streams, n are positive from channel centreline to the left downstream. For the 160 
HR drifters, the position time series was further treated with a low-pass filter of cut-off 161 
frequency, Fc = 1 Hz and subsampled to intervals of 1 s to remove the instrument noise at 162 
high frequencies (Suara et al., 2015b). The velocities were obtained by central differencing of 163 
the quality controlled position time series. The position time series of the LR drifter 164 
contained some large uncertainty at frequencies greater than 0.1 Hz, which impaired the 165 
direction estimates, particularly during low flow speed. Therefore, to estimate the ‘true’ 166 
(average) flow direction, the LR drifter position time series were low-pass filtered with Fc = 167 
0.05 Hz. The velocities were then obtained by combining low-pass filtered position time 168 
series with the de-spiked speed time series, Sp, such that: 169 
)(sin)()( ttSptVs θ×= ,       )(cos)()( ttSptVn θ×=  and     ))(
)(
arctan()(
tn
ts
t =θ ,  (1) 170 
where Vs and Vn  are the streamwise and cross-stream velocities, respectively, while θ  is the 171 
direction based on the position time series (s, n). 172 
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2.4 Drifter tracks and basic flow observations 173 
Figure 2 shows the spaghetti plot of all drifter tracks for the three different experiments, 174 
E1, E2 and E3. In general, drifter trajectories were within a 15 m span of the channel 175 
centreline. The tracks followed the meandering of the channel in response to the variable 176 
cross-stream velocity. The cross-stream flow velocity variations were mainly influenced by 177 
the combination of wind-induced currents on the subsurface layer, irregular bathymetry and 178 
reflection of the tidal forcing against meandering boundaries resulting in internal resonance, 179 
which is the sloshing of water mass between two solid structures. During E1, drifter direction 180 
was predominantly upstream, dominated by tidal flood flow. E1D3 was carried out close to 181 
low tide with mean horizontal velocity less than 0.1 m/s causing deceleration of drifter 182 
clusters, hence convergence as observed with the tracks in Figure S2. Similarly, E2D1 started 183 
at the beginning of the flood tide. However, due to the phase lag between the change in water 184 
height and change of velocity over approximately 12 minutes (Suara et al., 2015a), the 185 
drifters were carried downstream for about 11 minutes before being collected for their next 186 
deployment (Figure 2b). During the slack water E3, resonance and reflection of flow between 187 
landmarks were likely the largest scale of fluctuation in the Eulerian flow field thus, the 188 
drifters had no prevailing drift direction. 189 
  190 
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 191 
 192 
 193 
       194 
 195 
Figure 2 Spagetti plot of all drifter tracks for HR (red) and LR (blue)  drifters and (a) E1; (b) 196 
E2; (c) E3; Purple box indicates drifter release zone; The solid black lines represent the 197 
boundary edges at typical low tide and green is the location of ADCP deployed for drifter 198 
velocity validation 199 
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3. DATA ANALYSIS  201 
3.1 Subsurface turbulence properties: spatial binning  202 
Previous studies at Eprapah Creek have examined the turbulence properties at various 203 
locations near the bed using ADVs (Trevethan et al., 2008; Chanson et al., 2012; Suara et al., 204 
2015a). Herein, the HR drifter data are used to examine the spatial variation of turbulent 205 
properties in the subsurface layer. The LR drifter data are not included because of the large 206 
noise variance, ~0.0001 m2/s2, an order of magnitude greater than that of HR drifters, 207 
obtained from deployments made at fixed locations.  The Lagrangian velocities include Vs, Vn 208 
calculated from post-processed HR drifter position time series. The dataset is converted to 209 
Eulerian measurement using a spatial binning approach, which involves a spatio-temporal 210 
averaging. The test section is divided into a number of spatial bins along the streamwise 211 
while the cross-stream data coverage (i.e. ~ 10 m from the channel centre) was not large 212 
enough to permit cross-stream binning. Therefore, the cross stream variation is ignored. For 213 
each bin, the residual velocity, Liv , is defined as: 214 
)s,t(V)s,t(Vv
biniii
−= ,       (2) 215 
where i = s or n, <Vi>bin is ensemble average of an instantaneous data point that falls within a 216 
bin while the corresponding eddy velocity/standard deviation of residual velocity is defined 217 
as  218 
 
212 /
i
'
i vv =        (3) 219 
where <  >  data are only considered for bins with degrees of freedom, DOF > 4. DOF is 220 
defined as:   221 
  
L
N
j
T
j
bin T
T
DOF
∑
=
=
1
      (4) 222 
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where TT  is the total time a single drifter spends in a bin, N is the number drifters sampled 223 
within a bin and TL ~ 20 s is the Lagrangian integral time scale (Suara et al., 2016b). The 224 
choice of spatial bin size, ∆s, involves a compromise between resolution and statistical 225 
fidelity of velocity distribution in a bin. Herein, ∆s = 10 m is obtained from sensitivity 226 
analysis such that over 95% of the data in the E1 dataset has minimum degrees of freedom, 227 
DOF of 5. Increasing ∆s resulted in over-smoothing of the mean velocity while ∆s < 10 m 228 
resulted in over 50% of the bin having DOF < 5. To reduce the bias in the statistics of the bin 229 
caused by unsteady tidal inflow, a data point can only contribute to a bin if it enters a bin 230 
within a period ∆T = 100 s from time of the first data point. The mean velocity could be 231 
assumed constant for a time period equivalent to  ∆T. Estimating the residual velocity with 232 
∆T > 100 s resulted in spikes in the magnitude of <v́s>, indicating the presence of large scale 233 
flow fluctuations in the vs at some locations (e.g. 1750 – 1850 m streamwise — not shown) 234 
within the channel. On the other hand, ∆T < 100 s resulted in a DOF < 5. The results were 235 
tested for stationarity and it was found that all bins were statistically stationary at a 95% 236 
confidence interval with p-values < 0.01 using Run Test (Bendat & Piersol, 2011). 237 
3.2 Relative dispersion analysis: pair-particle statistics 238 
Let us consider the separation statistics of the drifters in order to establish a unique 239 
power law relationship describing dispersion with time and pair-particle diffusivity, Kp, with 240 
separation length scales. As with cluster dispersion, pair-particle dispersion is more closely 241 
tied with scalar mixing processes than single particle dispersion. A common measure to 242 
describe dispersion in this frame of reference is the mean square separation of pair particles, 243 
Dp2 defined as:  244 
222 ))(())((),( oiioiiopi rtrrtrrtD −−−= ,     (5a) 245 
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)],(),([
2
1),( 222 opnopsop rtDrtDrtD +=     (5b) 246 
where i represents ‘s’ or ‘n’ in the streamwise and cross stream directions, respectively, < > is  247 
ensemble average over all available pair realisations at time, t and ro is the initial separation 248 
of a pair. Dp2 and Kp estimates are made in bins of ro between 0 – 2 m, 2 – 8 m, 8 – 16 m and 249 
> 16 m. The length of deployment varies between 81 and 3961 s. In order to include the bulk 250 
of the original pairs, the analysis is considered only up to an elapsed time, t = 1000 s. 251 
Assuming that the flow field is stationary and that all drifters are subjected to the same 252 
motion during each experiment, the number of realisations per cluster can be further 253 
increased by considering overlapped pair-particle segments (Brown et al., 2009). Pair 254 
particles are restarted after 50 s, i.e. more than twice the integral time scale, to allow de-255 
correlation of particle motions (Suara et al., 2016b). For example, an original pair particle of 256 
2000 s long would result in realisations between 0 – 1000 s, 50 – 1050 s, 100 – 1100 s etc., 257 
creating 20 additional realisations. This overlapping procedure reduced the variance of Dp2 (t) 258 
without distorting its overall slope when compared with zero overlapping estimates. The 259 
relative (pair-particle) diffusivity, Kp in each direction is then estimated as (LaCasce, 2008; 260 
Brown et al., 2009): 261 
)r,t(
t
D)t(K opipi ∂
∂
=
2
4
1
,      (6) 262 
The scale of separation of particles, d, is defined as the geometric mean of an ellipse formed 263 
by axes Dps and Dpn:  264 
 pnps DDtd ×=)( .      (7) 265 
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3.3 Relative dispersion analysis: cluster statistics 266 
Here we estimate for each clustered drifter deployment, the apparent diffusivity (Kc), 267 
eddy diffusivities (KCEs, KCEn), where applicable, and the Differential Kinematic Properties 268 
(DKP) across the clusters. This will enable a description of mixing resulting from the 269 
combination of large- and small-scale processes and identification of the dominant factors 270 
responsible transport by dispersion and mixing within the channel. Using the local s-n-u 271 
coordinate, the centroid (represented with overbar) of a cluster is defined as: 272 
)(1)(
1
ts
N
ts
N
i
i∑
=
= ,  )(1)(
1
tn
N
tn
N
i
i∑
=
= ,  (8) 273 
where i is the drifter counter and N is the total of active drifters in a cluster at time, t.  The 274 
variance of an individual drifter from the centroid of the cluster is then defined as:  275 
2
1
2 )]()([
1
1)( tsts
N
tD
N
i
ics −
−
= ∑
=
,  
2
1
2 )]()([
1
1)( tntn
N
tD
N
i
icn −
−
= ∑
=
. (9) 276 
The cluster relative dispersion coefficient is calculated from the averaged variance such that: 277 
t
tD
tK cC ∂
∂
=
)(
2
1)(
2
,   where )]()([
2
1)( 222 tDtDtD cncsc += . (10)  278 
The estimated diffusivity is an apparent diffusivity because it includes the effect of horizontal 279 
shear dispersion. The estimate of DKP and the separation of small-scale eddy diffusivity 280 
follows the method developed for oceanic Lagrangian data (Okubo & Ebbesmeyer, 1976). 281 
The method involves expanding the velocity components of a Taylor series about the centre 282 
of mass. The method assumes that the fluid domain is small and finite in size, velocity 283 
gradient is uniform across a cluster and cluster velocity is adequately represented in the linear 284 
term of Taylor’s series (Richez, 1998). Individual drifter velocity can be described as: 285 
 
)()]()([)()]()([)()()( tvtntn
n
tV
tsts
s
tV
tVtV cs
ss
ss +−∂
∂
+−
∂
∂
+=
 (11a) 286 
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)()]()([)()]()([)()()( tvtntn
n
tV
tsts
s
tV
tVtV cs
nn
nn +−∂
∂
+−
∂
∂
+=
 (11b) 287 
where sV and nV are cluster centroid velocity components obtained as time derivative of the 288 
centroid coordinates, s  and n  respectively; 
s
V s
∂
∂
, 
n
V s
∂
∂
, 
s
V n
∂
∂
 and 
n
V n
∂
∂
are linear centroid 289 
velocity gradient terms; csv  and cnv are non-linear turbulence velocity terms plus measurement 290 
errors in drifter positions and velocities. These parameters are estimated using a least square 291 
approach (Okubo & Ebbesmeyer, 1976). DKPs are then described in terms of the resulting 292 
velocity gradients such that:  293 
Horizontal divergence   
n
tV
s
tV
t
ns
∂
∂
+
∂
∂
=
)()()(δ ,  (12a) 294 
Vorticity     
n
tV
s
tV
t
sn
∂
∂
−
∂
∂
=
)()()(ζ ,  (12b) 295 
Stretching deformation   
n
tV
s
tV
ta
ns
∂
∂
−
∂
∂
=
)()()( ’  (12c) 296 
Shearing deformation   
n
tV
s
tV
tb sn
∂
∂
+
∂
∂
=
)()()( . (12d) 297 
To identify the dominant factors responsible for the dispersion of patches and particles 298 
within the channel, a dimensionless vorticity number is employed. Truesdell’s kinematic 299 
vorticity number, TK, measures the relative importance of the vorticity field over the strain 300 
field; it is defined as: 301 
 22
2
ba
TK
+
=
ζ
.              (13)  302 
     303 
Dispersion with TK > 1 corresponds to vorticity dominance or the presence of stronger eddy-304 
like structures whilst TK < 1 corresponds to strain-field dominance or periods (regions) of 305 
convergence or divergence where dispersion is stronger (Klein & Hua, 1990; Stocker & 306 
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Imberger, 2003). The minimum number of drifters required to determine the velocity 307 
gradients, centroid velocities and turbulence velocities from the least square method is four 308 
(Okubo & Ebbesmeyer, 1976).  309 
 310 
4. RESULTS  311 
4.1 Subsurface flow turbulence properties  312 
The surface turbulence is described in terms of the standard deviation of the residual 313 
velocity, i.e. eddy speeds (<v́s>,<v́n>), ratio of eddy speeds (<v́n>/<v́s>) and turbulence 314 
kinetic energy within individual bin and are presented in Figure 3. The turbulent properties 315 
varied more strongly with tidal phase rather than the distance from the location in the 316 
streamwise direction (Figure 3). The magnitudes of <v́s> and <v́n> increased with an increase 317 
tidal inflow velocity. Residual velocities observed close to at the beginning of flood tide (e.g. 318 
E2D1) were smaller than average. A discernible increase in the magnitude of <v́s> was 319 
observed between locations AMTD, s = 1650 – 1800 m during flood experiment 1. This 320 
period corresponded with a phase of the tide where acceleration of flow velocity due to 321 
resonance (with period, T ~ 3,000 s) was observed, suggesting the presence of slow 322 
fluctuation in the residual velocity. A relative increase in the magnitudes of <v́s> and <v́n> 323 
toward the end of the test section was likely linked with presence of secondary flow in in the 324 
meander upstream. The surface flow was anisotropic with averaged eddy speed ratio per 325 
deployment varying between 0.52 – 1.1. Averaged TKE ranged between 0.41 – 12 x 10-4 326 
m2/s2. TKE increased significantly at the middle of the test section (streamwise distance, s = 327 
1650 – 1800 m, E1D2), possibly linked with slow (‘large-scale’ eddy) fluctuations in the 328 
residual velocity and the end of the test section caused by secondary flows generated by the 329 
meander upstream. 330 
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 331 
(a) Streamwise residual velocity standard deviation/‘eddy’ velocity (m/s) 332 
 333 
(b) Cross-stream residual velocity standard deviation/‘eddy’ velocity (m/s) 334 
 335 
(c) Eddy velocity ratios: black line indicates isotropic turbulence 336 
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 337 
(d) Turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s2) 338 
Figure 3 Subsurface flow turbulence properties as a function of location along the channel; 339 
note that the streamwise distance is positive upstream 340 
 341 
4.2 Relative dispersion 342 
Relationship between cluster dispersion and pair-particle dispersion 343 
In addition to the nature of physical processes of interest and domain size, logistical and 344 
financial constraints dictate the approach by which relative dispersion and diffusivity could 345 
be estimated. Pair-particle statistics of a cluster with a fixed number of drifters results in more 346 
realisations than corresponding cluster statistics. For example, a cluster containing five 347 
drifters would result in 10 and five realisations for 2pD  and 2cD  estimates, respectively. In 348 
addition, while pair-particle statistics require a number of drifters (> 5), which are not 349 
necessarily deployed at the same time, cluster analysis requires a number of drifters (≥ 4) 350 
(Brown et al., 2009) concurrently deployed and active through the period of an observation 351 
(Okubo & Ebbesmeyer, 1976). Cluster statistics measure dispersion from the centroid while 352 
pair-particle statistics measure dispersion relative to each other and they are considered 353 
equivalent (LaCasce, 2008). In order to validate that the diffusivity calculated from pair-354 
particle dispersion was equivalent that from cluster particle dispersion, a comparison was 355 
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made between Dc2 and Dp2 calculated from Equation 5 and 9, respectively. The comparison 356 
was carried out using the HR cluster deployments during E1. Only original, non-overlapped 357 
pair particles were considered for the estimate of 2pD . Estimates of Dc2 and Dp2 were 358 
significantly correlated (R2 > 0.92) at a 95% confidence interval for the three deployments 359 
(Table S1). This indicated that the pair-particle dispersion captures the behaviour within the 360 
cluster.   361 
Due to the limited number of drifters per cluster deployed, pair-particle statistics with a 362 
larger realisation number were employed to examine the relationship describing dispersion 363 
with time and pair-particle diffusivity, Kp, with separation length scales, d, while cluster 364 
analysis was used to identify the dominant mechanism responsible for dispersion within the 365 
channel.  366 
Relative (pair) particle dispersion 367 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the relative dispersion as a function of time and relative 368 
diffusivity as a function of separation scale for different initial separation, respectively. The 369 
estimates were made from clusters (LRC1 & LRC2) for deployments in E1 (i.e. E1D1, E1D2 370 
and E1D3). Note that d reflects the spatio-temporal growth of a patch because the original 371 
separation, ro, is removed from Dp so that the scale dependence of diffusivity is similar to 372 
those in literature, where Kp ~ lλ (where, l = d2 + ro) (Richardson, 1926; Brown et al., 2009). 373 
In general, the particles travelled along similar streamlines subject to some underlying small-374 
scale turbulence. At large separations, the particles experienced dispersion induced by shear 375 
and larger-scale fluctuations. For all initial separation, streamwise dispersion grew with a 376 
power between 1.5 and 2. The side boundary suppressed the spreading in the cross stream, 377 
reducing the growth of dispersion close to power of 1, within an elapsed time of 30 s. The 378 
result of diffusivity  shows that, with the exception of the large initial separation (ro > 16 m), 379 
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the Kp values showed no discernible dependence on the initial separation, ro. Kp values were 380 
noisy but exhibited dependence on a separation scale not significantly deviated from 381 
Richardson’s 4/3 power law.  382 
 383 
Figure 4 Dispersion as a function of elapsed time, t for non-overlapped estimates from LR 384 
clusters 1 and 2 during E1D1, E1D2, E1D3;  (a) Streamwise (b) Cross-stream directions; 385 
Black slant-dashed lines correspond to power law relationship in the form Dp2 ~ tα with α = 1, 386 
2 and 3  387 
 388 
Mean square pair-particle separation, 2pD , and diffusivity, Kp, were obtained separately 389 
for each cluster and deployment using all initial separation, ro, of original and overlapped 390 
realisations. The average diffusivity for all deployments flood tide E1, Kps ranged from 0.001 391 
– 2 m2/s and Kpn ranged between 0.0002 – 0.004 m2/s in the streamwise and cross-stream 392 
directions, respectively. A similar range of values was observed during flood tide E2 while Kp 393 
varied between 0.02 – 0.28 m2/s and 0.002 – 0.006 m2/s for the streamwise and cross-stream 394 
directions, respectively, during the slack tide E3. The large diffusivity range (~ 3 orders of 395 
magnitude) reflects the broad range of scales (large and small scales) responsible for 396 
dispersion during a typical flood tide. 397 
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 398 
Figure 5 Relative diffusivities as a function of separation length scale, d for non-overlapped 399 
estimates from clusters (LRC1 & LRC2) during E1D1, E1D2, E1D3;   (a) Streamwise (b) 400 
Cross-stream directions; Black slant lines correspond to Richardson’s 4/3 power law scale; 401 
Note the difference in scale on the vertical axes 402 
 403 
 404 
Figure 6 shows the dispersion for the different experiments (E1, E2 and E3). For 405 
comparison with Richardson’s power law relationship, Dp2 ~ t3, the dispersions are plotted 406 
alongside dashed-lines in the form Dp2 ~ tα for α = 1, 2 and 3. For each experiment, clusters 407 
with the similar drifter designs (length and diameter) and deployments were combined. 408 
However, there was no discernible difference between the dispersion among the clusters. This 409 
could be linked with the fact that the water columns were reasonable well-mixed during the 410 
drifter experiments as observed with similar magnitudes of conductivity measured both next 411 
to the bed and the free surface (Figure S1). Dispersion was weakest during the slack water. In 412 
general, dispersion in the streamwise direction was consistently greater than that in the cross-413 
stream direction indicating anisotropic dispersion due to the limited channel width and 414 
dominant streamwise flow direction. The LR clusters formed a circular patch (i.e. Dps = Dpn) 415 
at elapsed time t < 100 s during the slack water, suggesting that a reduced stretching effect on 416 
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the streamwise dispersion compared to the flood experiments. The cross-stream dispersion 417 
reduced toward an asymptote after an elapsed time, t > 300 s, due to suppression from 418 
channel banks. Visual inspection of the power fits indicated that the dispersion in the 419 
streamwise directions grew with time, with power ranging from 1.5 – 2. Dispersion in the 420 
cross-stream direction was more suppressed and varied with time to the power closer to 1. 421 
Figure 7 shows the relative diffusivity for different experiments. The diffusivity dataset from 422 
the LR drifters at slack water experiment E3 were noisy at small scale due  to relatively large 423 
position accuracy of the instrument compared with the displacement during E3 experiment 424 
and are not shown in the Figure 7. The relative diffusivity plots for all experiments are 425 
presented in the supplementary Figure S3. At the small-length scales (d < 0.5 m), the 426 
diffusivity follows Richardson’s 4/3 power law closely. The diffusivity grew weaker as the 427 
separation scale increased with scaling power, γ ~0.8 –1 (Figure 7). Diffusivity de-correlated 428 
with length scale at large separation (d > 2 m) scales and became noisy, likely because of the 429 
random effect of smaller-scale processes on the large separation. The relative diffusivities in 430 
the streamwise direction were an order of magnitude larger than in the cross-stream direction.   431 
A power law relationship in the form Dp2 ~ tα was sought to describe the dispersion 432 
within the channel. For each experiment, all initial pair particles and realisations from cluster 433 
from physically similar drifters were employed. The initial dispersion regime was similarly 434 
described by estimating the powers (αs, αn) of the least square fitting using elapsed times, t = 435 
0 – 20 s, i.e. order of one integral time scale. These results are tabulated (Table 2). For the 436 
flood tide experiments, α was initially larger with αs = 1.2 – 2.1 and αn = 1.3 – 2.1 (Table 2, 437 
Column 4 and 6, respectively), compared with their corresponding overall dispersion rate 438 
(Table, Columns 5 and 7, respectively). At slack tide, the power law relationship reflected a 439 
reduction in spreading rate with αs = 0.9 – 1.7 and αn = 0.7 – 2.2 at the initial stage while 440 
spreading in the later stage was enhanced in the streamwise direction. Spreading in the cross-441 
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stream direction was suppressed in the later stage by the banks while proximity to solid 442 
boundaries and reflection from internal resonances were the likely cause for the suppression 443 
along the streamlines. For all experiments, the average pair-particle separation can be 444 
described as a power law relationship with αs ~ 1.83 and αn ~ 0.8. The dispersion in the 445 
streamwise direction reflected a ballistic behaviours indicating that the particle-pairs behaved 446 
as independent particles. The dispersion in the cross stream direction was weaker and showed 447 
behaviour close to a diffusive dispersion regime at time longer than the integral time scale, TL 448 
~ 20 s.  449 
 450 
Figure 6 Pair-particle dispersion against time for the three different experiments for different 451 
clusters (i.e (1) HR (2) LR C1 & C2; (3) LR C3 & C4); E1 in red; E2 in blue; and E3 in 452 
black; Black slant-dashed lines correspond to power law relationship in the form with 453 
α = 1, 2 and 3 454 
 455 
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 456 
Figure 7 Relative diffusivities as a function of separation length scale, d, for the three 457 
different experiments for different clusters; (i.e (1) HR (2) LR C1 & C2; (3) LR C3 & C4); 458 
E1 in red; E2 in blue; and E3 in black; Black slant-dashed lines correspond to power law 459 
relationship in the form Kp ~ dγ with γ = 4/3, 1 and 4/5 460 
 461 
 Similarly, a power relationship in the form of Kp ~ dγ was investigated to describe the 462 
relative diffusivity. As shown in Figure 5, the Kp values were noisy at large separation scale, 463 
d, due to de-correlation of length scale and diffusivity. Therefore the power law fit was only 464 
determined within the small scale (t < 100 s). Note that power law fits resulting in a R2-465 
values < 0.9 are not included in the result summarised in Table 2. For all of the experiments, 466 
the diffusivity may be described as Kp ~ dγ with γs ~ 1.01 and γn ~ 0.85 in the streamwise and 467 
cross-stream directions, respectively for separation scale ranging from 0.1 – 10 m. The 468 
relationship reflected a slightly weaker diffusivity within the channel compared with 469 
Richardson’s scale, with γ = 1.33.  The results indicated that although the diffusivity at small 470 
scale (d < 0.5 m) follows Richardson’s law, diffusivity at larger scales was weaker. 471 
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Table 2 Summary results of pair dispersion analysis for different experiments and clusters; 472 
Power law fits are made for initial dispersion case (i.e. t ≤ 20 s) and all (t ≤ 1000 s) through 473 
least square estimate*; Vc is the mean cluster horizontal velocity magnitude 474 
Exp 
# Cluster NR 
αs αn 
Kps (m2/s) Kpn (m2/s) 
Vc 
(m/s
) 
γs γn t = 
20 s all 
t = 20 
s 
all 
E1 
HR 504 1.19 2.53 1.79 0.77 0.40 ± 0.3 0.004 ± 0.004 0.19 1.06 0.92 
CL1 & 2 1388 2.14 1.55 2.06 0.84 0.63 ± 0.2 0.002 ± 0.001 0.17 1.1 0.81 
CL3 & 4 666 2.12 1.18 2.07 0.42 0.05 ± 0.02 0.001 ± 0.001 0.17 1.0 0.75 
E2 
HR 294 2.06 1.83 1.28 0.83 1.93 ± 1.0 0.002 ± 0.001 0.13 1.11 - 
CL1 & 2 1320 2.12 1.05 2.12 1.3 0.06 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.02 0.13 0.86 0.88 
CL3 & 4 680 2.14 1.37 2.11 0.53 0.21 ±  0.07 0.004 ± 0.004 0.16 0.97 0.88 
E3 
HR 96 1.65 1.82 2.15 0.66 0.1 – 0.28 0.002–0.003 0.06 1.0 - 
CL1 & 2 1028 1.03 1.01 0.79 0.40 0.04 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03   
CL3 & 4 920 0.91 2.30 0.71 0.64 0.06 ± 0.05 0.004 ± 0.003 0.05 - - 
* Values reported here have squared correlation coefficient, R2 > 0.90 475 
 476 
Relative (cluster) dispersion 477 
While the relationships established through pair-particle analysis have practical 478 
application in particle transport modelling and parametrising the sub-grid diffusivity as a 479 
function of length scale in numerical models, there is a need to identify the dominant 480 
mechanism governing the transport of particles. Herein, the behaviour of drifter clusters is 481 
discussed in relation to possible underlying physical factors. Figure 8 shows the patch formed 482 
by different clusters deployed within 10 minutes of each other during E1D1. The patch 483 
location and size are represented by an ellipse with axes Dcs and Dcn in the streamwise and 484 
cross-stream directions. The results highlighted strong variation within the different clusters. 485 
Their initial deployment memory was quickly lost after which the cluster behaviours were 486 
likely influenced by their sizes, local flow variation and proximity to boundaries. After 487 
approximately 100 s, clusters were stretched along the streamwise direction and contracted 488 
along the cross stream, suggesting an influence from banks. Clusters converged in the cross-489 
stream direction on approaching the banks. 490 
A single deployment resulted in a range of cluster diffusivities, Kc, values and the data 491 
varied with the instantaneous effective cluster size, Dc. Because of the limited number of 492 
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drifters in each individual cluster, Kc values obtained from Equation 4 were noisy. Therefore, 493 
only the mean values over cluster deployments are reported in Table 3. The definition of 494 
cluster allows negative values of diffusivity, which indicate cluster contraction, i.e. clustering 495 
rather than spreading. Diffusivities resulting from spreading and contraction are separately 496 
averaged for individual cluster and are determined by taking the mean of a deployment 497 
duration. 498 
 499 
Figure 8 Representative tracks formed by instantaneous centroid locations of clusters, HR 500 
(blue); C1 (red) and; C3 (black) for E1D1; Overlayed are cluster size formed by 501 
corresponding ellipse (see text) at 120 s time steps; The solid black lines represent the 502 
boundary edges at typical low tide 503 
 504 
 505 
The cluster diffusivity estimates, Kc are presented in Table 3, Columns 6 and 7 for 506 
spreading and contraction cases, respectively. For E1, the spreading Kc ranged between 0.05 507 
– 3.01 m2/s while that of contraction ranged between -0.06 – -4.2 m2/s. In flood E2, Kc ranged 508 
between 0.01 – 0.66 m2/s for spreading and -0.02 – -0.79 m2/s for contraction. Conversely, 509 
slack water E3 experienced a smaller magnitude of Kc with values ranging between 0.05 – 510 
0.25 m2/s and -0.05 – -0.28 m2/s for spreading and contraction respectively. The cluster 511 
diffusivity increased with streamwise velocity during the flood and had low values similar to 512 
those at slack water for deployments made during low flows (e.g. E1D3 and E2D1 Table 3). 513 
Note that the clusters were taken ebb-ward during E2D1. This observation is similar to the 514 
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previous study on the effect of tide on diffusivity, in which eddy diffusivity was observed to 515 
increase with the tidal velocity (Suara et al., 2016b). The large values of diffusivity are 516 
typical of large streamwise separation, possibly caused by some drifters in a cluster being 517 
stretched out near the bank or secondary flow in the meander next to the end of the test 518 
section. 519 
Negative diffusivity values indicating contraction of cluster were observed at different 520 
locations during the field experiments. During the flood experiment E1, contraction of 521 
drifters occurred predominantly between locations AMTD, s = 2000 – 2100 m, i.e., the end of 522 
the test section. This was likely influenced by the transverse velocity shear resulting from the 523 
presence of meander immediately upstream the test section (locations AMTD, s = 2200 m). 524 
During the flood experiment E2, contraction of drifters occurred predominantly between 525 
locations AMTD, s = 1750 – 1900 m during deployments E2D2 and E2D3.  This may be 526 
associated with the proximity of the centroid of related drifters to the channel banks among 527 
other factors.    528 
 529 
Differential kinematic properties and small-scale diffusivity 530 
The objective here is to examine the dominant mechanism responsible for particle 531 
transport within the channel at time scales less than that of a tide. This is done using two 532 
separate approaches. First, the relative significance of vorticity through Truesdell’s kinematic 533 
vorticity number, TK, is examined (Truesdell, 1954). Mean DKP values were in the order of 534 
10-3 s-1. The standard deviation of DKP was, on average, an order on magnitude greater than 535 
the mean, indicating large variability and a limited number of particles in the clusters. For all 536 
of the clusters and deployments, the time variation of TK was predominantly less than 1, 537 
suggesting that dispersion of the clusters was dominated by strain fields rather than eddy-like 538 
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structures. However, TK >1 were observed at the meanders towards the end of the test section. 539 
The dominance of the strain field within the channel implies that water parcels and scalar are 540 
stretched and sheared horizontally streamwise. This was likely associated with horizontal 541 
velocity shears resulting from the interactions of the tide with topographical structures within 542 
and outside the channel.  543 
Another method of quantifying the dominant processes within the channel is to measure 544 
the relative contributions of large- and small-scale processes through the ratio of apparent and 545 
eddy diffusivities. The eddy diffusivities (KCEs, KCEn) for each cluster are estimated by the 546 
analogy of the mixing length theory and turbulence theory as (Obukhov, 1941; Okubo & 547 
Ebbesmeyer, 1976): 548 
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 (15) 550 
where c is the constant of proportionality in the order of 0.1 (Okubo & Ebbesmeyer, 1976; 551 
Manning & Churchill, 2006), σcs & σcn the standard deviations of turbulence velocities, and 552 
Dcs & Dcn the standard deviations of the drifter displacement from the centroid (i.e. patch 553 
length scale). For the estimate to be reliable, it is necessary that the standard deviation of 554 
turbulence velocities is significantly greater than the inherent noise.  For all deployments and 555 
clusters, σcs & σcn were in the order of 0.01 m/s. The standard deviation of inherent velocity 556 
error estimated from post-processed drifter datasets obtained from fixed positions was an 557 
order of magnitude lower than σcs & σcn obtained from the field (moving) deployments for the 558 
HR drifters. However, the magnitude of the inherent velocity error was not significantly 559 
different to σcs & σcn obtained from the field (moving) deployments for the LR drifters. 560 
Therefore the LR drifters employed in this study were considered unsuitable for estimates of 561 
small-scale processes within the channel and the results are not presented.  562 
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The eddy diffusivity from the HR drifter clusters for E1D1 and E1D2 ~ 0.02 m2/s and 563 
~0.001 m2/s in the streamwise and cross-stream directions, respectively. These values are 564 
consistent with eddy diffusivity range of 0.001 and 0.02 m2/s  estimated from single 565 
dispersion analysis during a flood tide  experiment at Eprapah Creek (Suara et al., 2016b) and 566 
larger than Eulerian vertical eddy viscosities, υT within 10-5 < υT  < 10-3 m2/s reported in 567 
Trevethan (2008). For the two flood deployments, the effective cluster diffusivities, Kc, 568 
resulting from combinations of large- and small-scale processes, are one to two orders of 569 
magnitude greater than the average eddy diffusivities related to small-scale processes. This 570 
further indicates that large-scale processes (e.g. horizontal shear) are the dominant mode of 571 
dispersion within the channel at time scales less than a tidal period.  572 
5. DISCUSSION 573 
Eprapah Creek is a coastal type tide-dominated estuary which discharges into Moreton 574 
Bay, a semi-protected bay that isolates the estuary from the rest of the coast. Moreton Bay is 575 
characterised with the presence of topographical structures such as islands (e.g Sand Island 576 
and Peel Island) which impose additional spatio-temporal variability on the tidal velocity. In 577 
addition, the estuary is funnel-shaped with meanders, bends and rough bathymetry. These 578 
features create large scale horizontal shear velocity in addition to the bed generated 579 
turbulence. The existence and the interaction between these scales of motion were suggested 580 
to significantly increase the magnitudes of horizontal dispersion coefficient in tide-dominated 581 
estuary (Zimmerman, 1986; Tseng, 2002; Trevethan, 2008). Quantifying and understanding 582 
the behaviour of clustered particles is important for accurate modelling and prediction of 583 
particle transport such as larvae transport and pollutant tracking in similar water bodies. 584 
Lagrangian drifters were deployed in Eprapah Creek to examine the dynamics of the surface 585 
flow and dispersive behaviour of these scales of fluctuation in the Eulerian flow field.  586 
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5.1 Turbulence characteristics of the surface flow 587 
 Turbulence properties are required for accurate parameterising turbulence effect in 588 
numerical models. To examine the surface turbulent properties, the Lagrangian velocities 589 
were transformed into Eulerian velocity using spatial binning. The results show that surface 590 
turbulence characteristics exhibited spatio-temporal variation.  The eddy velocities suggested 591 
the surface turbulence were more dependent on the phase of the tide than the distance from 592 
the mouth.  The eddy velocities increased with increase in the horizontal mean velocity. 593 
However, some large values of eddy velocities were observed at the end of the test section, 594 
close to the meander. This was likely linked with the secondary flow developed next to the 595 
meander. The eddy velocity ratio (i.e. anisotropy) <v́n >/<v́s > varied between 0.52 – 1.1. This 596 
was similar to the values observed next to the bed where <v́n >/<v́s > ~ 0.5 – 0.96 was 597 
observed (Trevethan et al., 2008; Suara et al., 2015a)  and in a straight prismatic rectangular 598 
channel in the laboratory where <v́n >/<v́s> ~ 0.5 – 0.7 (Nezu & Nakagawa, 1993).  The 599 
averaged TKE ranged between 0.41 – 12 x 10-4 m2/s2 and have similar average values as 600 
those obtained from the ADV next to the bed.  601 
The eddy velocities and kinetic energy increased with the increase in the tidal inflow 602 
velocities. Some instances of rapid increase in turbulence kinetic energy likely caused by 603 
slow (‘large scale’ vortices) fluctuations were observed. Secondary flow caused by meander 604 
also increased the turbulence energy at locations close to the end of the test section. 605 
Consistent with previous Eulerian observations near the bed, the surface flow was anisotropic 606 
with averaged eddy velocity ratio per deployment varying between 0.52 – 1.1. 607 
5.2 Dispersion and diffusivity with scales 608 
The dispersion and diffusivity are examined using the pair-particle separation and 609 
cluster statistics which were found correlated.  The relative diffusivity estimated from pair-610 
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particle separation showed that the flood tides contained broader range of scales, thus higher 611 
diffusivity than the slack.  Similarly, the mean effective cluster diffusivity for the spreading 612 
clusters varied with the tidal inflow velocity. This observation was consistent with the linear 613 
relationship obtained between eddy diffusivity and tidal inflow from single dispersion 614 
analysis of drifter within Eprapah (Suara et al., 2016b). Cluster diffusivity ranged between 615 
0.01 – 3.01 m2/s for spreading clusters and -0.06 – -4.2 m2/s for contracting clusters. The 616 
average diffusivity for the two flood tides, Kc = 0.51 m2/s is similar to Kc = 0.5 m2/s, obtained 617 
in a similar independent drifter experiment at a tidal inlet (Spydell et al., 2015). The estimates 618 
were consistent with the value of dispersion coefficient of 0.57 m2/s obtained from absolute 619 
dispersion of during a peak flow under a neap tidal condition in Eprapah Creek (Suara et al., 620 
2016b).  621 
The lower values of the cluster diffusivities observed in this study  were within the 622 
minimum lateral diffusivity, Knn = 0.003–0.42 m2/s obtained from dye tracer studies, 623 
particularly in similar shallow rivers and estuaries (depth < 5 m) such as Cardiff Bay, Loch 624 
Ryan, Forth Estuary, Humber Estuary in the United Kingdom and Saone in France (Riddle & 625 
Lewis, 2000; Suara et al., 2016b). The upper values of the cluster diffusivities were similar to 626 
Kss = 6.5 – 9.9 m2/s observed from dye tracer studies in natural rivers (depth = 0.58 – 1.56 m; 627 
width = 20 – 40 m) such as Green-Dumanish River, Powell River (Table 5.3; Fischer et al. 628 
(1979)). A wider comparison of drifter diffusivity observed in Eprapah Creek and dye tracer 629 
estimates in similar water bodies is presented elsewhere (Suara et al., 2015b; Suara et al., 630 
2016b).   631 
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Table 3 Cluster relative diffusivity and turbulent eddy diffusivities 
Experiment 
number 
Deployment 
number 
Cluster 
ID 
Number 
drifters 
Duration 
(s) 
Effective 
Kc (m2/s) 
Spreading 
Effective 
Kc (m2/s) 
Contracting 
Eddy 
KCEs 
(m2/s) 
Eddy 
KCEn 
(m2/s) 
Divergence 
δ 
(s-1) x 10-3 
Vorticity 
(s-1) x 
10-3 
Shearing, 
b 
(s-1) x 
10-3 
Stretching, 
a 
(s-1) x 10-3 
Truesdell’s 
number Tk 
E1 
D1 
HR 4 1799 0.81 -0.11 0.0213 0.0016 3.38 -5.23 3.62 -1.53 0.75 ± 0.54 
LRC1 5 1801 0.34 -0.32 – – 1.14 4.01 -3.95 1.74 0.96 ± 0.92 
LRC2 4 1591 0.16 -0.15 – – 3.72 6.27 -3.32 -1.05 1.03 ± 0.81 
LRC3 5 1436 0.49 -0.59 – – 0.33 -1.50 2.86 1.85 0.83 ± 0.36 
LRC4 4 1311 0.16 -0.16 – – 0.59 1.50 -0.58 1.54 0.61 ± 0.89 
D2 
HR 4 1801 0.15 -0.18 0.0148 0.0008 -0.78 -12.59 11.95 2.44 0.77 ± 0.52 
LRC1 5 2101 3.09 -4.20 – – 2.98 -3.83 2.45 0.79 0.79 ± 0.35 
LRC2 4 2101 1.57 -2.22 – – 2.79 -11.36 15.80 2.80 0.95 ± 0.86 
LRC3 5 1501 0.63 -0.57 – – 2.40 -2.64 1.82 -0.31 0.78 ± 0.36 
LRC4 4 1381 0.37 -0.43 – – 3.11 -12.27 13.86 2.93 0.78 ± 0.36 
D3 
HR 3 3961 – – – – – – – – – 
LRC1 5 2821 0.05 -0.06 – – 1.42 -2.26 1.94 1.07 0.82 ± 0.32 
LRC2 4 2221 0.15 -0.11 – – 3.12 7.02 -6.64 4.13 0.74 ± 0.57 
LRC3 5 1921 0.07 -0.10 – – 1.66 -5.23 3.99 0.07 0.83 ± 0.57 
LRC4 4 1621 0.05 -0.10 – – 1.52 -3.05 2.86 0.56 0.89 ± 0.49 
E2 D1 HR 3 - - - – – – - - - - 
 
 
LRC1 5 1441 0.01 -0.02 – – -0.35 -1.40 1.03 2.68 0.84 ± 0.49 
LRC2 4 421 – – – – -4.08 2.12 -2.78 2.78 0.60 ± 0.24 
LRC3 5 81 – – – – -1.30 -0.44 -0.65 -2.04 0.29 ± 0.15 
LRC4 4 81 – – – – 1.00 0.12 -0.64 0.61 0.63 ± 0.55 
D2 
HR 3 – – – – – – – – – – 
LRC1 5 2549 0.53 -0.63 – – 4.16 -0.48 0.43 3.50 0.49 ± 0.50 
LRC2 4 2256 0.46 -0.63 – – 4.57 0.73 1.28 1.25 0.72 ± 0.58 
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LRC3 5 2871 0.56 -0.73 – – 5.60 7.96 -8.06 5.57 0.76 ± 0.72 
LRC4 4 1911 0.66 -0.79 – – 7.94 3.86 -4.79 6.11 0.89 ± 0.96 
D3 
HR 3 - - - – –      
LRC1 5 2761 0.23 -0.24 – – 1.40 0.81 -0.44 1.16 0.79 ± 1.90 
LRC2 4 2701 0.30 -0.24 – – 1.36 -1.61 3.53 0.88 0.93 ± 0.91 
LRC3 5 2281 0.79 -1.10 – – 2.18 -13.02 12.17 2.77 0.95 ± 0.15 
LRC4 4 2281 0.18 -0.10 – – -0.53 -2.84 1.92 1.43 0.67 ± 0.90 
E3 D1 
HR 3 – – – - – - - - - - 
LRC1 5 1981 0.25 -0.28 – – -9.62 -27.93 26.64 -9.35 0.90 ± 0.26 
LRC2 4 1801 0.05 -0.06 – – 9.52 97.09 -66.83 72.53 0.87 ± 0.61 
LRC3 5 2281 0.21 -0.05 – – 1.39 0.36 -2.19 0.44 0.84 ±0.85 
LRC4 4 2101 0.18 -0.18 – – 0.59 -12.49 13.66 0.51 0.79 0.53 
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Clustering (i.e. contraction of cluster) of buoyant particles as against spreading has 616 
been observed in environmental flows such as estuarine embayment and nearshores 617 
(Manning & Churchill, 2006; Stevens, 2010). This phenomenon is usually related to 618 
combination of physical processes governing the Eulerian flow field and dynamics of the 619 
particles in a turbulent flow influenced by their inertia and drag (Pinton & Sawford, 2012). 620 
Convergence of drifter clusters have be reported to be caused by proximity to tidal fonts 621 
(Manning & Churchill, 2006). Internal waves and oscillatory residual velocities have also 622 
been shown to correlate with periods of convergence of drifter clusters (Stocker & Imberger, 623 
2003; Suara et al., 2016a). Convergence resulting from clusters entering deeper water and 624 
stratification (List et al., 1990; Stevens, 2010) are not clearly evident in the present study 625 
because the channel did not exhibit a  significant depth difference within the section studied 626 
(Figure 1) while the water column was fairly well mixed during the experiments (Figure S2). 627 
Contraction of 2D surface velocity observations resulting from underlying 3D effect can 628 
inherently lead to convergence of surface drifter clusters (Kalda et al., 2014). In natural 629 
channels, secondary flow cells characterised with strong transverse velocity shears greatly 630 
influence clustering of floating particles at meanders (Hey & Thorne, 1975). Observations 631 
from ADV at the meander upstream the experimental domain have shown evidence of strong 632 
secondary flows at high, ebb and flood tides within Eprapah Creek  (Chanson et al., 2012).   633 
In the present study, clustering was observed close to meanders and banks which is 634 
consistent with the dominance of strain field (combination of shear and strain deformations) 635 
observed with the cluster dynamics. This was likely further enhanced by the horizontal 636 
velocity shear cells manifested as slow fluctuations in the velocity field, and finite size of the 637 
drifters. Separation of these effects to examine the main mechanism would however require 638 
further investigation.   639 
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 The pair-particle statistics, Dp and Kp relative to d and t were calculated for different 640 
tidal conditions. The dispersion within the channel was similar for the two flood tides while 641 
dispersion during the slack water was weaker. The pair-particle dispersion, Dp2, scales as Dp2 642 
~ t1.83 and Dp2 ~ t0.8 in the streamwise and cross stream directions respectively for all the 643 
experiments. The observed relations indicate that the dispersion within the channel was 644 
weaker than Richardson’s dispersion with α = 3, while the streamwise dispersion was 645 
stronger that those observed in rip beaches where α ~ 1.33 – 1.5 were observed (Brown et al., 646 
2009). For all of the experiments, diffusivity can be described as Kp ~ dγ with γs ~ 1.01 and γn 647 
~ 0.85 in the streamwise and cross-stream directions, respectively for separation scale 648 
ranging from 0.1 – 10 m. The relationship reflected a weaker diffusivity within the channel 649 
compared with Richardson’s scale, with γ = 1.33. The diffusivity relationships here are 650 
similar with those observed in small- to medium-sized lakes with γ ~ 1.1 for length scale 651 
ranging from 10 – 105 m and stronger than those γ ~ 0.1 – 0.2 with length scale ranging from 652 
1 -10 m in rip current  beaches (Brown et al., 2009).  653 
Mean DKP values were in the order of 10-3 s-1. Observed mean values were an order of 654 
magnitude larger than those observed in a tidal embayment (Stevens, 2010) and two orders of 655 
magnitude larger than observed in a non-tidal lake (Stocker & Imberger, 2003). The large 656 
mean estimates likely reflected the faster circulation in Eprapah Creek with mean speed up to 657 
0.4 m/s ( Figure S2) when compared with those obtained in the tidal embayment where the 658 
mean velocity magnitude was limited to 0.05 m/s and the non-tidal lake which was wind-659 
driven (Stocker & Imberger, 2003; Stevens, 2010). 660 
5.3 Dominant mechanism governing dispersion in the channel 661 
The diffusivity reported herein are orders of magnitude larger than the horizontal eddy 662 
diffusivity obtained with high resolution drifters and the vertical diffusivity scale estimates 663 
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using high frequency sampled acoustic Doppler velocimeter in Eprapah Creek (Trevethan & 664 
Chanson, 2009; Suara et al., 2015b). The presence of large scale fluctuations in Eulerian 665 
velocity field could result into horizontal shear current. This might interact with the bed 666 
generated turbulence to result into a typical large horizontal diffusivity in a tidal system.  667 
Two independent methods were used to investigate the relative contributions of turbulence 668 
and the strain fields (i.e. shearing and stretching) in the observed diffusivity.  The eddy 669 
diffusivity estimates of 0.02 and 0.001 m2/s in the streamwise and cross stream directions 670 
respectively, were obtained from the high resolution drifter clusters using Okubo’s method. 671 
These values were two orders of magnitude smaller than the average cluster apparent 672 
diffusivities. In addition, dimensionless vorticity indicated mean values TK> 1 for all drifter 673 
deployments. This indicated the dominance of strain fields, i.e. large scale processes such as 674 
horizontal shear in the cluster dynamics under the period and study conditions.  675 
 676 
6. CONCLUSIONS  677 
The presence and interaction of large scale velocity shear with the turbulence in tidal 678 
estuaries are often the cause of large horizontal diffusivity. The interactions of tides with the 679 
internal structures of the estuarine channel and in the adjacent bays usually induce horizontal 680 
velocity shear in the Eulerian flow field. To investigate the dynamics of surface flow in a 681 
relatively small shallow tidal estuary at time scales less than a tidal period, GPS-tacked 682 
drifters were deployed in clusters of four and five, over three field experiments comprising of 683 
two flood and one slack tides. The results show that surface turbulence characteristics 684 
exhibited spatio-temporal variation similar to the characteristic of the bed generated 685 
turbulence. The eddy velocities and kinetic energy increased with the increase in the tidal 686 
inflow velocities. Secondary flow caused by meander increased the turbulent kinetic energy 687 
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within the channel. The surface flow was anisotropic with averaged eddy velocity ratio per 688 
deployment varying between 0.52 – 1.1.  689 
Key results of the investigation are the presence of broad range of dispersion scale 690 
within a short time period, less than a tidal cycle and the observation of anomalous sub-691 
diffusive behaviour within the micro-tidal estuary. The large diffusivity range (over 3 orders 692 
of magnitude) reflects the broad range of scales (large and small scales) responsible for 693 
dispersion during a typical flood tide. In addition, the study indicated dispersion were weaker 694 
than Richardson’s scale as pair-particle dispersion, Dp2 scales as Dp2 ~ t1.83 and Dp2 ~ t0.8 in 695 
the streamwise and cross stream, directions respectively. At small separation scale, pair-696 
particle (d < 0.5 m) diffusivity follows Richardson’s 4/3 power law and grew weaker with 697 
increase in separation scale. The overall diffusivity scaled as Kp ~ dγ with γs ~ 1.01 and γn ~ 698 
0.85 in the streamwise and cross-stream directions, respectively for separation scale ranging 699 
from 0.1 – 10.  Two independent methods were used to investigate the relative contributions 700 
of turbulence and the strain fields (i.e. shearing and stretching) in the observed diffusivity. 701 
The cluster and turbulent eddy diffusivities determined from the Okubo and Ebbesmeyer 702 
methods alongside Truesdell’s kinematic vorticity number clearly revealed the dominance 703 
and importance of horizontal strain fields (shearing and stretching) in the spreading of 704 
particles with the channel.  705 
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